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The Fallen 2014-04-29

the fallen by charlie higson is the fifth awesome book in the enemy series first the
sickness rotted the adults minds then their bodies now they stalk the streets hunting
human flesh the holloway crew are survivors they ve fought their way across london
and made it to the natural history museum alive just but the fight will never end
while the enemy lives unless there s another way the kids at the museum are
looking for a cure all they need are medical supplies to get them means a journey
down unknown roads roads where not only crazed hungry sickos hide in the
shadows suddenly it s not so clear who or what they re fighting the fourth terrifying
part of charlie higson s bestselling enemy series the enemy is among us 2013 is the
year of zombies with brad pitt s world war z and nicholas holt s warm bodies films
hitting cinemas lord of the flies with zombies rick riordan creator of the percy jackson
series charlie higson is the bestselling author of young bond and creator of the fast
show perfect for bloodthirsty fans of 28 days later and darren shan s zom b series

Hunt for the Enemy 2013-09-12

they ve erased his past wiped out his very existence but carl logan isn t finished yet
on the run in a harsh russian winter logan once an invaluable asset but now branded a
traitor has been framed for murder his own firm the secretive joint intelligence
agency have labeled him a rogue operative after two decades of loyal service the
agency is hunting him down and they re not the only ones but there s much more at
stake than just logan s life one by one agents and informants from all sides all
allegiances are dying and carl logan is the only man who can put a stop to it once and
for all
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The Fallen (The Enemy Book 5) 2013-04-04

the fallen by charlie higson is the fifth awesome book in the enemy series first the
sickness rotted the adults minds then their bodies now they stalk the streets hunting
human flesh the holloway crew are survivors they ve fought their way across london
and made it to the natural history museum alive just but the fight will never end
while the enemy lives unless there s another way the kids at the museum are
looking for a cure all they need are medical supplies to get them means a journey
down unknown roads roads where not only crazed hungry sickos hide in the
shadows suddenly it s not so clear who or what they re fighting the fourth terrifying
part of charlie higson s bestselling enemy series the enemy is among us 2013 is the
year of zombies with brad pitt s world war z and nicholas holt s warm bodies films
hitting cinemas lord of the flies with zombies rick riordan creator of the percy jackson
series charlie higson is the bestselling author of young bond and creator of the fast
show perfect for bloodthirsty fans of 28 days later and darren shan s zom b series

The Enemy: Geeks vs Zombies 2015-10-29

can t get enough of charlie higson s gruesome enemy series this exclusive short story
will satisfy that thirst for more blood and gore in a changed world where adults have
become sickos ravaged by disease everyone under the age of fourteen is fighting to
survive chris and his friends are determined to mark world book day but when a
fellow survivor turns against them they re left defenceless can they stop a gruesome
attack from their violent enemy in a deadly battle of geeks vs zombies

The Enemy Series, Books 4-6 2014-11-11

they ll chase you they ll rip you open they ll feed on you the sacrifice book 4 small
sam and his unlikely ally the kid have survived they re safe with ed and his friends
at the tower of london but sam is desperate to find his sister their search for ella means
sam and the kid must cross the forbidden zone and what awaits them there is more
terrifying than any of the horror they ve suffered so far the fallen book 5 the
holloway crew are survivors they ve fought their way across london and made it to
the natural history museum alive just but the fight will never end while the enemy
lives the kids at the museum are looking for a cure all they need are medical supplies
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to get them means a journey down unknown roads suddenly it s not so clear who or
what they re fighting the hunted book 6 the others had promised that the
countryside would be safer than the city they were wrong now ella s all alone except
for her silent rescuer scarface and she s not even sure if he s a kid or a grown up back
in london ed s determined to find her but getting out of town s never been more
dangerous because coming in the other direction is every sicko in the country

The Enemy: Books I-III 2022-06-22

when the sickness came every parent every policeman every politician everyone
over 16 years old fell ill the lucky ones died the rest begin to decompose becoming
crazed confused and hungry for young flesh now every child and teen must fight for
survival against the ferocious adults who hunt them in packs like wild dogs in the
first three books of charlie higson s hit series desperate groups of children in london
struggle to find a safe place to live and a way to survive in this new world where
death roams the streets

Rise of the Enemy 2015-11-10

omg wow wow absolutely fantastic read rob has done it again i could not put it down
goodreads reviewer five stars everyone has a breaking point on assignment in russia
joint intelligence agent carl logan might just have found his the joint intelligence
agency sent agent carl logan on a routine mission to russia it should have been simple
but when logan s cover is blown he s transported into a hellish world he thought he
would never see again something is different this time though and before long doubts
begin to surface in logan s mind as to why the assignment went so wrong logan has
never been short of enemies and sometimes the enemy is closer to home than you
think could his own people really have set him up rise of the enemy is the gripping
suspenseful follow up novel to dance with the enemy in the highly acclaimed and
bestselling enemy trilogy of espionage thrillers featuring carl logan from the million
selling author of the james ryker novels rise of the enemy is pure action from the get
go my student style
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The End 2017-09-05

it all comes to an end in the final book in the enemy series the sickness struck
everyone over fourteen first it twisted their minds next it ravaged their bodies now
they roam the streets crazed and hungry sickos swarm the streets of london gathered
in the centre of the city they lie in wait the survivors have one final epic battle to
overcome together they must work out a plan of attack and end the grown ups reign
of terror before it s too late the end is coming

Enemy of the State 2004-05-11

in the world of black op thrillers mitch rapp continues to be among the best of the
best booklist starred review and he returns in the 1 new york times bestselling series
alone and targeted by a country that is supposed to be one of america s closest allies
after 9 11 the united states made one of the most secretive and dangerous deals in its
history the evidence against the powerful saudis who coordinated the attack would be
buried and in return king faisal would promise to keep the oil flowing and deal with
the conspirators in his midst but when the king s own nephew is discovered funding
isis the furious president gives rapp his next mission he must find out more about the
high level saudis involved in the scheme and kill them the catch rapp will get no
support from the united states forced to make a decision that will change his life
forever rapp quits the cia and assembles a group of independent contractors to help
him complete the mission they ve barely begun unraveling the connections between
the saudi government and isis when the brilliant new head of the intelligence
directorate discovers their efforts with rapp getting too close he threatens to go public
with the details of the post 9 11 agreement between the two countries facing an
international incident that could end his political career the president orders america s
intelligence agencies to join the saudis effort to hunt the former cia man down rapp
supported only by a team of mercenaries with dubious allegiances finds himself at the
center of the most elaborate manhunt in history with white knuckled twists and
turns leading to an explosive climax publishers weekly enemy of the state is an
unputdownable thrill ride that will keep you guessing until the final page
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The Enemy 2006-08-10

the 1 new york times bestselling jack reacher series that inspired two major motion
pictures and the streaming series reacher a thriller that gallops at a breakneck pace
chicago sun times jack reacher hero loner soldier soldier s son an elite military cop he
was one of the army s brightest stars but in every cop s life there is one case that
changes everything for jack reacher this is that case new year s day 1990 in a north
carolina motel a two star general is found dead his briefcase is missing nobody knows
what was in it within minutes reacher has his orders control the situation within
hours the general s wife is murdered then the dominoes really start to fall
somewhere inside the vast worldwide fortress that is the u s army reacher is being
set up as a fall guy with the worst enemies a man can have but reacher won t quit he
s fighting a new kind of war against an enemy he didn t know he had and against a
conspiracy more chilling ingenious and treacherous than anyone could have guessed
the enemy like most of the books in the jack reacher series can be read as a standalone
thriller
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The Enemy 2002-09

in the wake of a devastating disease everyone sixteen and older is either dead or a
decomposing brainless creature with a ravenous appetite for flesh teens have
barricaded themselves in buildings throughout london and venture outside only
when they need to scavenge for food the group of kids living a waitrose supermarket
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is beginning to run out of options when a mysterious traveler arrives and offers them
safe haven at buckingham palace they begin a harrowing journey across london but
their fight is far from over the threat from within the palace is as real as the one
outside it full of unexpected twists and quick thinking heroes the enemy is a fast
paced white knuckle tale of survival in the face of unimaginable horror

Enemy in the Ashes 2014-05-20

in a shattered world struggling to rebuild its oil supply the lifeblood of industry is
held hostage by terror master el farrar a barbaric warlord of the near east betrayed by
the unholy un treachery ben raines and the forces of the southern united states of
america take on el farrar attacking him where he lives and setting the region ablaze
from baghdad to teheran

The Dead (new cover) (An Enemy Novel) 2011-10

the dead begins one year before the action in the enemy just after the disaster a
terrible disease has struck everyone sixteen and over leaving them either dead or a
decomposing flesh eating creature the action starts in a boarding school just outside
london where all the teachers have turned into sickos a few kids survive and travel
by bus into the city the bus driver an adult named greg seems to be unaffected by the
disease then he begins to show the dreaded signs outer blisters and inner madness the
kids escape greg and end up at the imperial war museum a huge fire in south london
drives them all to the thames and eventually over the river to the tower of london it
is there they will meet up with the kids in the enemy in book 3 the fear

�������3 2016-06-07
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The End (An Enemy Novel, Book 7) 2016-03-28

shadowman realizing that saint george s army is headed toward the center of london
has raced ahead to warn the kids of the impending disaster he knows that he has to
make them understand somehow that they are going to have to work together this
means that nicola and her kids at the houses of parliament david and his kids at
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buckingham palace matt at st paul s general jordan hordern and his troops at the
tower of london the squatters in st james park and all the kids at the natural history
museum must unite but will they do it in time the book culminates in a massive
pitched battle in hyde park how will it play out who will be the winners and who
the losers one thing is certain this series will not go out with a whimper

Never Date Your Enemy 2021-05-12

adam cade is entitled arrogant and he doesn t remember me adam is the prince of lake
tahoe born into one of the wealthiest families in the area and he s the one person i
hoped to avoid he doesn t recognize me he definitely doesn t remember how he
helped this town ruin my life now that we work together i have no choice but to get
close to the arrogant ass if i want to keep my job only the closer i get the less i see of
the guy who wronged me in high school and more of the sweet sexy man he is now
excerpt he stalks across the room his hair combed his suit couture in typical adam
fashion and not at all like the casual man i glimpsed over the weekend but the dark
intent in his eyes is exactly what i saw beneath that polished exterior the same eyes
that made me mad with lust this morning never date your enemy is an enemies to
lovers romance with sexy banter and a meaty plot that will keep your eyes glued to
the page grab it now keywords alpha hero billionaire enemies to lovers new adult
romance redemption work romance second chance romance lake tahoe romance
brothers office romance romantic comedy enemies to lovers contemporary romance
lake tahoe romance casino romance fiction drama family drama wealthy hero second
chance romance first love steamy romance

Beautiful Enemy 2014-10-13

enjoy this steamy age gap enemies to lovers billionaire romance book from usa today
bestselling author piper lawson i sold my soul to a billionaire i hate now he owns me i
had a plan sign a contract and board a plane to ibiza the anonymous deal would salvage
the smoldering wreckage of my life it would not involve billionaire harrison king the
reason i need saving in the first place he s as beautiful as he is ruthless a british
business titan who makes a living getting what he wants the man flies private dates
supermodels but the crisp accent and cocky smirk don t fool me he s a gentleman on
the outside a savage beneath he knows nothing about compromise and even less about
love because after my attempt to publicly stand up for those who needed it he
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destroyed my reputation now he s come for the rest of me i can t escape him no
matter what he has planned but the first rule of war is never underestimate your
opponent harrison king might know my secrets but kings keep secrets too beautiful
enemy is an enthralling explosive full length age gap billionaire romance novel from
usa today bestselling author piper lawson it is book 1 in an addictive new enemies to
lovers romance trilogy read it free now reviews for the enemies series beautiful
enemy has the spice of romance and brute force of a cage fight drama suspense
temptation lawson finds a place for each and every conflicting emotion and creates a
combustible inferno isha goodreads reviewer captivatingly sexy and fresh it
consumed me beautiful chaos reviews overflowing with drama and suspense rae and
harrison will take you on an emotional roller coaster bp34 goodreads reviewer i am
not usually a fan of the billionaire sweeps poor girl off her feet trope but this book
grabbed me by the heart strings and tugged hard leaves you breathless and wanting
more amanda goodreads reviewer powerful and full of feels my new obsession stital
goodreads reviewer wow my heart stuttered at the ending keeps you gripped
suzanne goodreads reviewer what an explosive couple i cannot wait for more nicola
goodreads reviewer i love piper s musical world of wicked and this new saga is just as
delicious michelle goodreads reviewer loud gritty hot and freaking amazing little
queen and her king will burn up your pages debbie goodreads reviewer this book
was amazing i m in love with harrison and rae kristen goodreads reviewer i want a
harrison pretty please with whipped cream and a cherry on top i was completely
blown away by this book shelly goodreads reviewer suspense romance enemies to
lovers at its best can t wait to get my hands on the second installment highly
recommend anneli goodreads reviewer i felt every touch every emotion through
pipers writing i absolutely love books that just transport me away so clearly beautiful
enemy is one of those books 5 outstanding phenomenal stars cat goodreads reviewer
keywords enemies to lovers romance age gap romance book alpha male billionaire
romance travel billionaire romance series strong heroine ibiza holiday beach romance
contemporary romance enemies to lovers forbidden love age gap british billionaire
interracial romance romantic series women s fiction romance saga romance series
romantic family saga bestseller romance kissing books emotional journey captivating
romance emotional healing hot hot romance sparks loyalty swoon funny romance
modern romance new release forbidden romance strong alpha alpha hero family
business strong female lead strong heroine family secrets top romance reads new adult
best seller readers also enjoyed books by carrie ann ryan corinne michaels susan stoker
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natasha madison chelle bliss christina lauren colleen hoover talia hibbert helena
hunting elle kennedy kristen callihan melissa foster bella andre sarina bowen vi
keeland winter renshaw meghan march willow winters carly phillips erika wilde
kendall ryan jillian dodd melissa foster nana malone anna todd lauren blakely julia
kent siobhan davis vivian wood js scott lj shen louise bay tl swan nicole snow ms
parker lucy score ava harrison parker s huntington ivy layne tia louise and ainsley st
claire
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The Enemy in Contemporary Film 2018-12-11

culture and conflict inevitably go hand in hand the very idea of culture is marked by
the notion of difference and by the creative fraught interaction between conflicting
concepts and values the same can be said of all key ideas in the study of culture such
as identity and diversity memory and trauma the translation of cultures and
globalization dislocation and emplacement mediation and exclusion this series
publishes theoretically informed original scholarship from the fields of literary and
cultural studies as well as media visual and film studies it fosters an interdisciplinary
dialogue on the multiple ways in which conflict supports and constrains the
production of meaning on how conflict is represented how it relates to the past and
projects the present and how it frames scholarship within the humanities editors
isabel capeloa gil catholic university of portugal lisbon portugal paulo de medeiros
university of warwick uk catherine nesci university of california santa barbara usa
editorial board arjun appadurai new york university claudia benthien universität
hamburg elisabeth bronfen universität zürich bishnupriya ghosh university of
california santa barbara joyce goggin universiteit van amsterdam lawrence grossberg
university of north carolina at chapel hill andreas huyssen columbia university ansgar
nünning universität gießen naomi segal university of london birkbeck college márcio
seligmann silva universidade estadual de campinas antónio sousa ribeiro universidade
de coimbra roberto vecchi universita di bologna samuel weber northwestern
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university liliane weissberg university of pennsylvania christoph wulf fu berlin
longxi zhang city university of hong kong

The Enemy of My Enemy 2016-07-01

special agent james cronley jr finds that fighting both ex nazis and the soviet nkgb can
lead to strange bedfellows in the dramatic new clandestine operations novel about the
birth of the cia and the cold war a month ago cronley managed to capture two
notorious nazi war criminals but not without leaving some dead bodies and outraged
austrian police in his wake he s been lying low ever since but that little vacation is
about to end somebody odessa the nkgb the hungarian secret police has broken the
criminals out of jail and he must track them down again but there s more to it than
that evidence has surfaced that in the war s last gasps heinrich himmler had stashed
away a fortune to build a secret religion dedicated both to himmler and to creating
the fourth reich that money is still out there in the hands of odessa and that infamous
organization seems to have acquired a surprising and troubling ally cronley is fast
finding out that the phrase the enemy of my enemy is my friend can mean a lot of
different things and that it is not always clear which people he can trust and which
are out to kill him

The Forever Enemy 2017-03-31

yesterday he lost everything today his list of enemies grows tomorrow they all want
him dead jon ryan did the impossible after being uploaded to an android host he
successfully journeyed for decades to far away star systems before the earth was
destroyed he found humankind a new home jon also found love discovered the
power of family and for once experienced true peace he was beginning to know the
wonders life could hold even for an immortal but no good deed or good man goes
unpunished the us president wants him dead and is willing to sacrifice his own
people to eliminate jon an alien species has vowed a holy war to eliminate all humans
either on earth or wherever they might run to only jon can protect humans from
their enemies he must find the strength skills and luck to keep his kind alive with
the best planet for colonization ruled by an ancient malevolent species there may be
no hope for humans in a crowded galaxy jon must fight to save everyone he loves
even knowing he will watch them all die one by one as time marches on the limits of
human technology may not be sufficient the limits of jon s endurance may not be
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enough his endless enemies may prove to be unstoppable jon may have forever but
does humanity have any future at all

Allies and Enemies: Exiles (Series Book 3) 2018-06-27
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���������� 2001-04-01

a band of renegades led by sharpe s vicious enemy obadiah hakeswill holds a group of
british and french women hostage on a strategic mountain pass outnumbered and
attacked from two sides sharpe must hold his ground or die in the attempt

Sharpe's Enemy (#6) 2002-02-28
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you re in the army now you son of a gun new year s day 1990 the berlin wall is
coming down soon america won t have any enemies left to fight the army is under
pressure to downsize jack reacher is the duty military police officer on a base in north
carolina when he takes a call reporting a dead soldier the body was found in a sleazy
motel used by local hookers reacher tells the local cop to handle it it sounds like the
guy just had a heart attack but the dead man turns out to have been a two star general
on a secret mission and then many miles away when reacher goes to the general s
house to break the sad news he finds a battered corpse the general s wife lee child s
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new stomach churning palm sweating thriller turns back the clock to jack reacher s
army days for the first time we meet a younger reacher a reacher not yet
disillusioned with military life a reacher with family a reacher in dogtags and
starched uniform who imposes army discipline if only in his own pragmatic way a
reacher as far from the no credit card no last known address drifter of the previous
eight novels as is possible to imagine

The Enemy 2022-05-12

the next pulse pounding mitch rapp thriller in vince flynn s 1 new york times
bestselling series written by kyle mills

Enemy at the Gates 2016-04-30

they ve erased his past and wiped out his very existence but carl logan isn t finished
yet a spectacular finale to the trilogy crime book junkie logan once an invaluable asset
now branded a traitor has been framed for murder his own firm the secretive joint
intelligence agency has labeled him a rogue operative after two decades of loyal
service the agency is tracking him down and they re not the only ones but there s
much more at stake than just logan s life one by one agents and informants from all
sides all allegiances are dying and carl logan is the only man who can put a stop to it
once and for all the hunt is on praise for rob sinclair and hunt for the enemy an
excellent action thriller perfect for fans of jack reacher and ben hope a great series off
the shelf book reviews fast paced and gripping highly tense sarah hardy by the letter
book reviews

Allies and Enemies: Rogues 2022-07

fight survive repeat the rules of a soldier are simple born into service of the regime
commander sela tyron is about as subtle as a hammer to hammers any problem can
look like a nail but things aren t always that easy when sela is abandoned with her
team on a planet full of insurrectionists things get complicated a daredevil rescue by
her commanding officer reaps deadly consequences forcing her to choose between the
only life she s ever known and the fate of the man she s duty bound to protect her
whole life was a lie and that s the good news shirking a life of privilege erelah
veradin dreamt of building spaceships and exploring the stars in the service of the
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regime when a monstrous truth about her true heritage is revealed erelah finds
herself at the unwilling center of a scheming mastermind s bid for power suit up
time to join the fight if you love gritty epic space opera like the expanse or firefly
this first title in the allies and enemies series launches you on the ride of a lifetime
dragon award finalist for best military science fiction novel by dragon con kindle book
award finalist

Hunt for the Enemy 2017-11-15

on the border of the illhari republic snowdenaelikk conjuror and heretic lives on the
edge of the republic and the law as a cartel enforcer then a smuggling deal goes bad a
village burns and she finds herself on the wrong side of a legion patrol veiko nyrikki
is an outlaw and an outlander just trying to survive until his sense of honor and his ax
get between snow and the legion now he s got new enemies and new allies and
survival s gotten complicated but snow and veiko soon discover the legion is the least
of their problems the republic is built on the bones of a banished dragon god and she
has come back for revenge praise for k eason s books this story delights from cover to
cover the political intrigue never fails to surprise each character is layered and
compelling and there s a perfect balance between science fiction action and fairy tale
fantasy do not under any circumstances miss out on this kirkus starred review on
how rory thorne destroyed the multiverse eason adds a feminist modern twist to
fairy tale and sf tropes while presenting an intergalactic adventure that enthralls in its
own right striking that ideal balance between original and familiar a delightful start to
what promises to be a smart unique series booklist starred review on how rory thorne
destroyed the multiverse exquisitely written with complex characters sardonic wit
and immersive worldbuilding highly recommended library journal starred review
on how rory thorne destroyed the multiverse readers seeking a genre blending tale
will enjoy eason s no nonsense tone as she sets the plot of a thriller within her
established world of science fiction and fantasy booklist on nightwatch on the
hinterlands eason has a real talent for building engrossing and intricate worlds that
feel both whimsical and real at the same time the quill to live on nightwatch on the
hinterlands splendid stuff jason m hough new york times bestselling author on
nightwatch on the hinterlands this is a perfect blending of sci fi and fantasy with a
pair of the most unlikely and enjoyable detectives you ll ever meet stephen
blackmoore author of the eric carter series on nightwatch on the hinterlands
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Allies and Enemies: Fallen 2022-07-12

he suspected her of crimes and wanted her anyway detective bryce collins would
catch the person responsible for dispensing black market drugs in merlyn county
even if the culprit proved to be his high school flame dr mari bingham she d
shattered his heart once and he d be damned if he d let her do it again but cornering
mari for answers at every opportunity left him unprepared for the warmth in her
kiss the emotion in her eyes and the effect of her confession because if mari was
telling the truth then she had never stopped loving him

Enemy 2012-01-17

in this final book of the series alina finally learns that alexandr is not her father s killer
they are just enjoying the moments of being lovers when her father s killer finally
makes his move as the killer kidnaps her mother alina has to make a choice between
saving her mom and avenging her father s killer in this final book alina finally
confronts her father s killer the showdown promises a suspenseful end to the story of
the russian mafia romance series

In the Enemy's Arms 2016-03-28

the fourth book in the jack parlabane series from author christopher brookmyre it was
a junket a freebie a team building weekend in the highlands for lawyers advertising
execs businessmen even the head of a charity oh and a journalist specially solicited for
his renowned and voluble scepticism jack parlabane amid the flying paintballs and
flowing shiraz even the most cynical admit the organisers have pulled some surprises
stalkers in the forest power cuts in the night mass mobile phone thefts disappearing
staff disappearing guests there s nothing can bring out people s hidden strengths or
break down inter personal barriers quite like not having a clue what s going on and
being scared out of your wits however when the only vehicular access for thirty
miles is cut off it seems that events are being orchestrated not just for pleasure and
that s before they find the first body thereafter finding out who your colleagues
really are is not so much an end product as the key to reaching monday morning
alive
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In Bed With the Enemy 2011-06-16

enemies i could fight memories would hold me hostage i can t take a breath without a
new threat shredding any hope of escaping suncrest bay they took me used me tried
to break me it would be easy to give in let them have me and accept the life that had
been chosen for me years ago until he reminded me of my strength my power my
stubbornness i refuse to be controlled to be owned kyro banes is the reason i m still
alive and fighting the trust i never thought i d have again is slowly forcing its way
back in and i don t hate the feeling new enemies are proving that the unknown can
be far more terrifying than the monsters i already know there s a reason everyone in
this town wants me the secrets and truths are finally revealing the answers i need
now it s time to show them why i was born for this life i won t bow i won t give up
and i sure as hell won t break this is the third and final book in the suncrest bay series
fateful secrets and treacherous truths must be read first it is an enemies to lovers
contemporary dark romance it contains gangs violence and dark romance elements

Be My Enemy 2022-02-19

a troubled war hero a criminal mastermind and the ultimate battle for survival
former special forces officer and international bestselling author jason kasper delivers a
gripping thriller series that follows an army ranger into the mercenary depths of an
international crime syndicate a veteran of the wars in afghanistan and iraq david
rivers is a flawed and complex hero whose journey of vengeance takes him to new
battlegrounds in the us and africa and toward his ultimate confrontation with the most
ruthless enemy he s ever faced book 1 greatest enemy army ranger david rivers
enters the covert underworld of ex special operators for hire tasked to serve a faceless
criminal mastermind known as the handler but as the stakes continue to rise he learns
that his new employer is more ruthless than anyone he s faced in combat and he just
might be david s greatest enemy book 2 offer of revenge after the betrayal of his
mercenary team david rivers seeks revenge against the handler but first he must join
the secretive and lethal organization that serves him sent into battle against a savage
force of enemy fighters in somalia david realizes that someone inside the organization
seems to know his true purpose and has been waiting for him all along praise for jason
kasper and the david rivers series kasper knows how to grab with a story and he
doesn t let go until the last page the action is fast paced and compares favorably with
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the writing of vince flynn mark greaney brad thor ben coes or mark dawson if you
enjoy tactical thrillers like clancy or the bourne series then come into kasper s world
and buckle your seat belt you won t be disappointed this explosive debut thriller
series by a former green beret has electrified fans of vince flynn david baldacci lee
child and brad taylor if you like razor sharp dialogue conflicted characters and
adrenaline pumping action scenes you ll love the david rivers series because it has all
three in spades pick up your copy today

Ruthless Enemies 2019-02-10

addresses a compelling and fascinating feature of the cold war era namely the rapid
reversal of america s alliance relationships after world war ii thomas a schwartz
coeditor of the strained alliance at the close of world war ii the united states went
from being allied with the soviet union against germany to alignment with the
germans against the soviet union almost overnight while many americans came to
perceive the german people as democrats standing firm with their western allies on
the front lines of the cold war others were wary of a renewed third reich and
viewed all germans as nascent nazis bent on world domination these adversarial
perspectives added measurably to the atmosphere of fear and distrust that defined the
cold war in enemies to allies brian c etheridge examines more than one hundred
years of american interpretations and representations of germany with a particular
focus on the postwar period he demonstrates how a wide array of actors including
special interest groups and us and west german policymakers employed powerful
narratives to influence public opinion and achieve their foreign policy objectives
etheridge also analyses bestselling books popular television shows such as hogan s
heroes and award winning movies such as schindler s list to reveal how narratives
about the third reich and cold war germany were manufactured contested and co
opted as rival viewpoints competed for legitimacy this groundbreaking study draws
from theories of public memory and public diplomacy to demonstrate how conflicting
us accounts of german history serve as a window for understanding not only
american identity but international relations and state power a masterful combination
of diplomatic and cultural history stewart anderson brigham young university
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David Rivers Books 1-2: Greatest Enemy & Offer of
Revenge 2016-01-26

during the first world war britain was the epicentre of global mass internment and
deportation operations germans austro hungarians turks and bulgarians who had
settled in britain and its overseas territories were deemed to be a potential danger to
the realm through their ties with the central powers and were classified as enemy
aliens a complex set of wartime legislation imposed limitations on their freedom of
movement expression and property possession approximately 50 000 men and some
women experienced the most drastic step of enemy alien control namely internment
behind barbed wire in many cases for the whole duration of the war and thousands of
miles away from the place of arrest enemies in the empire is the first study to analyse
british internment operations against civilian enemies during the first world war
from an imperial perspective the narrative takes a three pronged approach in addition
to a global examination the volume demonstrates how internment operated on a proto
national scale within the three selected case studies of the metropole britain a white
dominion south africa and a colony under direct rule india stefan manz and panikos
panayi then bring their study to the local level by concentrating on the three camps
knockaloe britain fort napier south africa and ahmednagar india allowing for detailed
analyses of personal experiences although conditions were generally humane in some
cases suffering occurred the study argues that the british empire played a key role in
developing civilian internment as a central element of warfare and national security
on a global scale

Enemies to Allies 2020-03-05

Enemies in the Empire
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